MinerCash (MC4)
MinerCash (MC4) is a digital asset deployed on Etheurum Blockchain as well
as a smart solution to provide highest security in the digital market.
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Introduction
Crypto currency is revolutionary new technology which brings an enormous realm to freedom to money. However, even
after ten years, crypto currency adoption is less than 1% of the world population. We work to bring crypto currency to
everyone. A crypto currency is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange that uses strong cryptography to
secure financial transactions. Crypto currencies use decentralized control as opposed to centralized digital currency. A
blockchain account can provide functions other than making payments, for example in decentralized applications or smart
contracts. In this case, the units or coins are sometimes referred to as crypto tokens. The validity of each crypto currency's
coins is provided by a blockchain. A blockchain is a continuously growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked
and secured using cryptography. Each block typically contains a hash pointer as a link to a previous block, a timestamp
and transaction data. . Once recorded, the data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively without the alteration of
all subsequent blocks, which requires collusion of the network majority. MinerCash is a virtual currency powered by
Etheurum Blockchain, which one is the world largest ever and fast ,secure to care about propels wealth by this Etheurum
tec. People are facing various problems to the financial sectors and MinerCash is the perfect solution to provide highest
security and save from different issues. however MinerCash is a part of this ETH tech and it’s a powerful blockchain in
the digital world. Minercash is a digital asset which is deployed on ethereum blockchain and as if a currency which is
using other's blockchain that's token of this currency, however MinerCash is a ethureum based token with limited supply
with 64 million.
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About Our MinerCash (MC4)
•

Tokens are digital assets, issued by a Blockchain-based
project, which can be used as a payment method inside of its
ecosystem, performing similar functions with coins.
However, the main difference is that it also gives the holder
a right to participate in the network. MinerCash (MC4) is a
virtual currency powered by Etheurum blockchain, Which
one is the world largest ever and fast ,secure to care about
propels wealth by this Etheurum tech. People are facing
various problem to the financial sectors and MinerCash
(MC4) is the perfect solution to provide highest security and
save from different issues. Moreover MinerCash (MC4) is
basically here to serve a simple math using ETH tech as well
as it is the highest security method in the globe. Around 95%
people is not under digital currency as because their security
reason and safe transaction but MinerCash (MC4) is
offering to them to learn about ETH tech which is so secure
then other digital currency however MinerCash (MC4) is a
part of this ETH tech and it’s a powerful Blockchain in the
digital world.
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About Our MinerCash Tech

⚫Crypto currency is revolutionary new technology which
brings an enormous realm to freedom to money. However,
even after ten years, crypto currency adoption is less than •
1% of the world population. We work to bring crypto
currency to everyone.
⚫A crypto currency is a digital asset designed to work as
a medium of exchange that uses strong cryptography to
secure financial transactions. Crypto currencies use
decentralized control as opposed to centralized digital
currency and central banking systems.
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The decentralized control of each crypto currency
works through distributed ledger technology, typically
a blockchain, that serves as a public financial
transaction database.
• A blockchain account can provide functions other
than making payments, for example in decentralized
applications or smart contracts. In this case, the units
or coins are sometimes referred to as crypto tokens.
The validity of each crypto currency's coins is
provided by a blockchain. A blockchain is a
continuously growing list of records, called blocks,
which are linked and secured using cryptography.
Each block typically contains a hash pointer as a link
to a previous block, a timestamp and transaction data.

For use as a distributed ledger, a blockchain
is typically managed by a peer-to-peer
network collectively adhering to a protocol
for validating new blocks. Once recorded,
the data in any given block cannot be altered
retroactively without the alteration of all
subsequent blocks, which requires collusion
of the network majority.
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Wallet For MinerCash (MC4)
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• A crypto currency wallet stores
the public and private "keys"
or "addresses" which can be
used to receive or spend the
crypto currency. With the
private key, it is possible to
write in the public ledger,
effectively spending the
associated crypto currency.
With the public key, it is
possible for others to send
currency to the wallet.
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Exchange System MinerCash (MC4)
Crypto currencies are used primarily outside
existing banking and governmental institutions
and are exchanged over the Internet.
• Crypto currency exchanges allow customers to
trade crypto currencies for other assets, such as
conventional fiat money, or to trade between
different digital currencies.
• Transferable among the various participants of
the Blockchain. ... On the other hand, the crypto
tokens operate on top of a Blockchain that acts as
a medium for creation and execution of
decentralized apps and smart contracts, and the
tokens are used to facilitate the transactions.
•

Crypto currency by itself does not bestow any rights on those who own it, and has intrinsic value. Tokens are used very differently
in different crypto currencies so What token smear for the Blockchain depends on the system you are using them in.
For the purposes of this report, digital tokens are defined as transferable units generated within a distributed network that tracks
ownership of the units through the application of Blockchain technology. The oversight and regulation of digital tokens has
become a crowded space.
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Token Information

Name: Minercash
Symbol : MC4
Decimal : 18
Total Supply : 64 Million
Circulating supply : 44 Million
Contract :

0x873Ee7eEa500a75896Fa8187b274100bb2b3B7EB
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Hope you already claimed your airdrop MC4 .It's another hot deal for promotion, invest and invite people
here and get 10% BONUS MC4.You can widral your earning anytime…

Private sell

Minercash (MC4) allow deposit for anywhere
Deposit ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Tx Hash please ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Wait for confirmation ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

it's a chance to get MC4 with 10 times cheaper …
0.01 ETH 500 MC4
0.05 ETH 2500 MC4
0.10 ETH 5000 MC4
0.20 ETH 10000 MC4
0.25 ETH 25000 MC4

Send ETHER to this address below
0xc14F57324795d571F751609B84B095e8A6aC0Ff0
Join in Affiliate program to get
23/10/2019
maximum amount of MC4.

Done.

•

Minercash (MC4) is support to any ERC20
wallet like mew, metamask, trust wallet etc.
• Put your ERC20 wallet …! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
• wait for confirmation ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

• complete.
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Project USE Funds
• Minercash (MC4) is a digital asset which is deployed
on Ethereum blockchain and as if a currency which is
using other's blockchain that's token of this currency,
however MC4 is a Ethureum based token with limited
supply 64 million token. 60% total of token will be
sold by privet sell and marketing sell purchase. More
over another 20% taken will be Airdroped to build
Community as you know a strong community is the
power of a digital currency on the other hand 5% will
be provided for promotion and another 7% total of
token will be locked by team to create a reasonable
price in the future and this 7% token the future of
this team and another 8% token for development of
this project.
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Our MinerCash Team
• MinerCash (MC4) Core team hails
from extremely strong backgrounds in
Crypto currency (past experience),
Finance, Economics, Marketing, and
Development. MinerCash (MC4)
combines strong practices from all
relevant realms to build out a truly
world class and top-level crypto
currency platform using Ethereum
blockchain. Blockchain technology is
set to change that but only if it is
implemented in the most efficient and
effective way.

The cyber security and technology experts at MinerCash (MC4) will draw on their
experience to ensure we don’t make the same mistakes of the past and by doing so bring
trust
back
into
our
world.
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MinerCash (MC4) Foundation
• Minercash (MC4) becomes mature and popular, more and more
people would join in the community as contributors to further
increase the value of it.
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Q3 2020
Mainnet launch
Own Blockchain release
V2 release WP

Q1 2020

Trading competition
Contest in exchange for pro trader
Create a great valuable Token in Exchange.

Q3 2019

Optimized and improved
technical and economic
aspects of MinerCash.

Q1 2019

MinerCash Roadmap
Q2 2020

CMC top 100 in rank
First partnership event
Feedback gathering for platform optimization
Mobile wallet release

Q4 2019

Contract Deployed on Etheureum Blockchain
WEB release
Airdrop Introduction
IEO/privet sell
Exchange listing.

Q2 2019

Build strong team
Start developing
Planning to create a strong community.

Start of the MinerCash idea &
Company formation .
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Probable Exchange
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BrightPaper

V.0.1

Powerd By MinerCash
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